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Earthen Elegance Thank You Card
Supplies
Earthen Elegance Suite Collection
1 very vanilla note card & envelope
A half sheet Pebble Path Card Stock
A half sheet Boho Blue Card Stock
Small scrap of patterned paper from the Earthen
Elegance Designer Paper approx 4cm x 10cm*
Scrap of Very Vanilla Card Stock approx. 3cm x 9cm
Pebble Path Stampin Pad
Boho Blue Stampin Pad
Multipurpose Glue
Stampin Dimensionals
23-24 In Color Dots

Directions
From the Pebble Path card stock cut a layering piece to 8.5cm x 12.2cm.  Place down
onto the Very Vanilla Note Card leaving an border of approx.  3cm.  From a small scrap
of the remainder of the card stock die cut 2 fronds.

Next cut a layering piece from the Boho Blue card stock to 8cm x 11.7cm and place on
top of the Pebbled Path layer.  Leave the approx. the same amount of border (3cm).  

Using the Pebble Path Stampin Pad and the smaller of the jar stamps from the set,
stamp the jar onto a scrap of the Boho Blue Card Stock.  Cut out using the matching die.

Cut out the large jar, from the dye set, using the patterned paper.  *Alternatively, if you
do not have any of the Designer Series Paper, stamp the large jar from the stamp set
onto another Boho Blue scrap using the Pebbled Path and cut out with the large jar die.

The 'Thank You' is stamped onto the scrap of Very Vanilla card stock and cut out by
hand.  To get the dual color I placed half the stamp onto the edge of the Boho Blue
Stampin Pad and then turned and placed the other half down onto the Pebbled Path
Stampin Pad.  I "huffed" onto the stamp to be sure it was moist and stamped.  I did have
to do this two times as the first time was a little crooked.  I recommend practicing this a
couple of times before going to the card stock.
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Place the larger jar image down first and then
mount the smaller jar on with Stampin
Dimensionals.  The greeting is cut to fit and
glued to the smaller jar with a Dimensional
placed nearer the right edge to support it.  

Apply a light layer of glue to the back of the
fronds (you do not need much) and arrange as if
they were coming out of the smaller jar.  Finish
with a trio of Boho Blue In Color dots.

I stamped the inside of the card and the outside
of the matching envelope with the frond stamp
from the set and Pebble Path ink.
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